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Please find below the responses we have received to questions asked at the PR 360 conference 

through the Sli.do system which we did not have time to answer.   

 

9:15am: How can brands adapt to the newly integrated PR  

and digital landscape in Asia? 

What are you doing to train your C Suite teams to engage in social media and how to craft their 

profiles under your corporate brand umbrella? 

Catherine Peng, VP PR & Communications, Volkswagen Group: As I shared at the forum, although 

VW is a very traditional company, due to the fact that a couple of years ago VW China had a crisis with 

the main battle field in social media, this was a serious lesson we got for the whole organization.  It is a 

hard learning for our C Suite managers, in particular.  Since then, social media is the top priority to all of 

us, no matter in daily communication or during crisis. 

 

What is the difference in social media approach between B2B and B2C? 

Catherine Peng, VP PR & Communications, Volkswagen Group: My personal understanding is that, 

although the speed and massiveness between B2B and B2C communication is very different, the main 

approach with these two areas is in fact quite similar.  Which means, in both social media and 

traditional media environment, find out the target audiences / groups, find out in which platforms they 

are communicating, and then approach, join and engage them. 

 

Catherine, China is taking the lead globally in digital era. How do you think the China landscape 

and its characteristics have affected MNCs' global PR? 

Catherine Peng, VP PR & Communications, Volkswagen Group: Very interesting question!  My 
personal experience with our global PR team is that:  

1)  Try to “educate” and convince them that in China, people are much more active and involved in 
social media.  The way we communicate in China should be: let us forget about our journalism 
study in the university, “Social First”! 

2) Global PR should be much more embracing about social media in China – it is not that serious, 
let us be more entertaining and generous.  “Today’s headline is tomorrow’s fish & chips”. 

3) Global PR should give either very quick response in terms of content validation or give 
autonomy to China team, especially during a crisis.  Forget about the bureaucracy.  FYI, 
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nowadays the golden time to send the first response to the public in China is 4 
hours.  Sometimes at VW China, we do within 2 hours.   

 

Catherine, could you share more on how you set the KPIs? 

Catherine Peng, VP PR & Communications, Volkswagen Group: This is again a very good 

question!  While on one hand the KPIs are very much established in the traditional media area, in China 

social media KPI settings and measurement is still very different from company to company and agency 

to agency, due to the fact that there is a lack of established methodology and systems.  In our own 

organization, normally depending on the different projects, we will set and measure the following: how 

many original posts, how many social views, how many comments and how are the comments, how 

many likes, how many more fans accumulated, how many QR scans, etc. 

 

Catherine, could you share on how you leverage external popular channels to drive traffic / 

content for your brand? 

Catherine Peng, VP PR & Communications, Volkswagen Group: As I shared at the forum, at the 

beginning to establish our own Social Media account, the awareness / followers will be low.  So, one of 

the approaches to grow the account is to leverage with the other existing and popular channels.  For 

instance, when we did this famous “Rain Room” project, we partnered with both social media channels 

like National Geographic, and we also partnered with a lot of individual online KOLs who have millions 

of followers.  This has tremendously helped the influence, reputation and contents of the “Rain Room”.   
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12:30pm: Achieving C-level buy-in for your campaign and  

the difficulties with ROI measurement 

Are there any new methods to measure the PR and Communications ROI instead of PR value or 

impressions for digital? 

Andrew Pickup, Senior Director of Communications, Microsoft Asia: There are several. At Microsoft, 

we primarily focus on Share of Voice and Sentiment, rather than PR value. We have a Communications 

dashboard that looks at multiple KPIs including SOV, Sentiment, Reach, Engagement, Message 

Alignment etc. 

Genevieve Hilton, Head of External Communications APAC, BASF: Whatever the method, make sure 

it’s well understood by the management team members who are going to read it. For example, if you 

say, [fake example] “This month we achieved 2,301 qualified optimization reference lead points!” but 

the management team members don’t know what a QORLP is, then it is useless.  

What is the RoI for a $26bn professional social platform? How is the data being monetized and 

measured? 

Andrew Pickup, Senior Director of Communications, Microsoft Asia: As you would expect, Microsoft 

conducted a comprehensive analysis of our proposed acquisition of Linkedin, which has been reviewed 

and approved by both boards. You can read about the benefits we see from this investment here 

Many C-suites still think that PR and Communications are heavy cost centres (which is true). 

How do we change that? 

Anna Choi, Head of Strategy & Communications, Siemens: By increasing proximity to Business 

Divisions, in particular understand their growth areas and business objectives so that PR and 

Communications initiatives can increase business impacts on top of enhancing brand equity. 

Andrew Pickup, Senior Director of Communications, Microsoft Asia: “C-suites” are not a 

homogenous group. They are made up of individuals, who each come with their own passions, 

energies and idiosyncrasies. For sure, communications absolutely needs to provide quantitative 

measurement of PR/ Communications, if only because other groups – sales, marketing, engineering, 

finance – regularly provide these views. But a great opportunity for PR/ Communications is also to truly 

understand each internal stakeholder’s mindset and personally involve them in areas that they are 

especially passionate about. That might be external executive relationship-building, internal employee-

engagement, representing the company in the media, customer or partner engagement etc. Find their 

personal “sweet spot” and purposefully include them in your activities in that area. That will go a long 

way to rectifying the view of communications as purely a cost centre, because their view will be through 

the lens of something they already care about. 

http://news.microsoft.com/2016/06/13/microsoft-to-acquire-linkedin/
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Genevieve Hilton, Head of External Communications APAC, BASF : Many don’t think so! It depends 

on each C-suite member and her (or his) individual background, experience and history. But for those 

who have such a negative view: find out what it is they care about, (Management profiling? Access to 

leadership of potential customers? Industry leadership? Competitive positioning?), and ensure that this 

is delivered and that they know it is delivered.    

By using Yammer, and opening up such a large employee base to senior management, how do 

you avoid frustration when inevitably all questions cannot be addressed? 

Anna Choi, Head of Strategy & Communications, Siemens: We have an internal social network, 

similar to Yammer. We are transparent and always encourage employees to ask questions and try to 

address them. We built an understanding that they can voice out their opinions which we will address, 

but not all opinions can be acted on as we have to consider the bigger picture of the company. 

Andrew Pickup, Senior Director of Communications, Microsoft Asia: By clearly setting expectations 

at the start. Employees are neither stupid nor unreasonable; they understand that the role of their CEO 

is not to sit and answer every employee question, but to use tools like Yammer to start a dialogue and 

get a “dipstick” temperature of employee sentiment. For example, if several hundred Microsoft 

employees comment on a topic on the Microsoft CEO channel, our CEO Satya Nadella will typically 

post a personal reply. For individual posts, however, typically other employees chip on with answers, 

suggestions, perspectives. Yammer is about a community dialogue, not a replacement for 1:1 email. 

Genevieve Hilton, Head of External Communications APAC, BASF : We also use an internal social 

network (not Yammer) which we use for a variety of purposes. Well, nobody expects every question to 

be addressed. But they do expect quality answers. It’s much more about the content of the answers 

that are posted, rather than the questions that aren’t addressed. So answering in “public”, so to speak (I 

mean still inside the company firewall, but visible to all), on the platform, is more valuable than sending 

emails back 1 by 1 to employees because the silent watchers can also see and appreciate the answers. 

Anna, in regards to initiatives where you invited employees to join with startups, what was the 

result? Were there any new products/technologies developed? 

Anna Choi, Head of Strategy & Communications, Siemens: We engaged 30+ employees and their 

families; 13 of those participated in the Startup Weekend event for 54 hours straight. New ideas were 

created and some teams have continued to work on their ideas today. Given we just started this kind of 

collaboration locally, our objective is to have their engagement and provide them with the experience of 

innovating something new, which can influence their colleagues back at their daily work. 

(http://entrepreneurhk.org/siemens-nurturing-hk-entrepreneurial-talents/) 

 

 

http://entrepreneurhk.org/siemens-nurturing-hk-entrepreneurial-talents/
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Andrew, the acquisition of Nokia was a disaster and Steven Elop generated a lot of bad press, 

how Microsoft can ensure that won't happen again with LinkedIn? 

Andrew Pickup, Senior Director of Communications, Microsoft Asia: By not fixating on the past, but 

learning from it and using those lessons to create the future. You can read more about our plans for 

Linkedin here 
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2:45pm: Brand-building:  

Relating your message to your customers on a truly personal scale 

How does P&G Greater China decide on which channels it uses, given the breadth of its brands 

and consumers? 

Rene Co, VP Communications, Procter & Gamble: Our choice of channel is dependent on: (a) who we 

are trying to reach; and (b) the message we are trying to get across.  We choose channels that are 

most effective for us to reach our target.  We also consider whether the channel will help make our 

messages come alive more vividly.   
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3:45pm: Understanding the cultural differences and  

cross-border regulations in Asia 

Do "global" agencies actually have any value to add as a network? What could they possibly 

have that trumps excellence in local knowledge/insight?  

Tino Fritsch, Head of Communications APAC, Thyssenkrupp: Yes, to help enter and cover 

markets/countries where you have no existing communications infrastructure. I used a global agency as 

a hub agency, with Singapore being the hub for APAC. Local players do not have the presence. 

Peko Wan, Head of PR & Communications Asia, Opera Software: I agree with Tino for using global 

agencies for entering a new market or if you have no existing communications people when you have 

an issue to manage or a new product to launch. I'm also looking for the capability of a global agency to 

understand the dynamic of this region and create a regional (not global) campaign with local context. 

Fritz Quinn, VP Public Affairs & Communications, American Express: You can’t succeed without local 

knowledge and experience, however the scale and resources of global agencies is frequently a 

tremendous help. A campaign that works in one country won’t necessarily work in another, but there’s a 

lot to be gained from the concepts and creativity from other markets. Global networks are in a better 

position to share and implement those ideas. 

How do you educate group HQs about the reality in Asia without inviting over interference? 

Tino Fritsch, Head of Communications APAC, Thyssenkrupp: In routines, such as meetings, calls, 

events. It takes time to inform them about the complexity and diversity, and the new reality. 

Peko Wan, Head of PR & Communications Asia, Opera Software: It is important to build trust with 

constant communication between HQ and the regions. I do all the above and a short weekly report to 

summarize the results we generated from the campaigns and media coverage in this region. When it 

comes to making an important decision, such as hiring a long-term agency or run a large-scale 

campaign, they are invited to participate in the process.  

Fritz Quinn, VP Public Affairs & Communications, American Express: I think the risk of over-

interference is low. In our profession I think we fall into a trap when we try to “explain” Asia (or 

anywhere else, for that matter) to a headquarters group not located here; there isn’t a lot of empathy. 

Everyone has heard it; you’re telling a colleague about a problem and the response is “Well, that’s [fill 

in the country]” accompanied by a sympathetic shrug. In order to start moving the needle with your 

colleagues, I think you need to do two things: first, make the issue relatable to them; without empathy 

they won’t necessarily be motivated to act. Second, be specific on how they can help you or what you 

need from them; that gets them involved directly and builds their understanding. 


